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EXISTENCE OF SUL~T~UNS OF THE H~~LT~N-~A~~B~ E~~AT~UN 

IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD OF NONDEGENERATE 

R.M. BULATOVICH 

E~UlLIBRrUM POSITION* 

Xt is shown that, when in the eqtilibrium*sitionthe anaiytic potential energy is 
nondegenerate end has a local. maximum, then there exist an analytic solution of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi equation at the zero level of total energy. Existence of a smooth 
solution in the infinitely differentiable case was earlier proved in /l/ by analyz- 
ing motions that are asymptotic to the equilibrium position. Unlike in /l/, the 
present paper uses the direct method of expanding solutions of the Hamilton-Jacobi 
equation in power series. 

Let us consider the natural mechanical system with n degrees of freedom 

where z axe generalized coosdinates and y are the generalized momenta, with the analytic 
Hamiltonian 

s 

H = R (z, y) + n (& R = + 
r: 

'. ut3 f*l B$Ej 

i,h=l 

where K&y) is the kinetic and H(x) the potential energy of the system. The isoLated crit- 
ical points of function U(z) represent the isolated equilibrium positions. Without reducing 
the generality, we assume that z=O is a critical point of function ll (z), and that H(O) = 0. 
We further assume that U(z) has a local maxbum at point z =O. 

The Hamiltonian has the meaning of total energy, and rr(~+g) -;a = coast is the first in- 
tegral of the differential equations of motion. The canonical equations can be replaced by a 
single Hamilton- Jacobi differential equation in partial derivatives 

1 R c ,ij (=I aw aw 
azi azj -+ n (x) =h 

(11 
-T 

i, j-l 

where h is the constant of total energy. Below, weshalleonsfder the existence of ananalytic 
solution of Eq-(I) in the neighborhood of point z=O with h=O. 

By suitable linear transformation we can obtain that in the new variables (whichweshafl 
again denote by 2 and I/) the kinetic and potential energies assume the form 

Taking into account the analyticity of functions H (r) and Ajf (z), we write theHamilton- 
Jacobi equation in the form 
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We seek a solution of the form 

W = w,+ WI + . . . 

Substituting its expression into Eq.(2), we obtain 

from which 

Let us take A, -m. The coefficients of the form 

W,- z %...l& * *. => (k -3,4,...,) 
=I+...+@ 

are determined fran the recurrent relations 

that can be written in the form 

where the coefficients of the kth form e+....,,, depend in a definite way on coefficients of 
forms lI[ (I = 2. 3, . . ., k) and _4,'f(1 = i. . . ., k - 2). 

The values of %,...,a, are uniquely determined, if the expression a,& + . . . +wL is 
never zero for whole nonnegative a, such that %+...+a,, =3,4,..._ If Ai# 0 (I = 4, . . ., n) 
which is equivalent to the nondegeneracy of the critical point +=O of potential energy, 
then %A,+. .. +ti+o when %+...+a,,-3,4,... and we have the formal solution of the 
form (3). We shall show that the formally written power series 

in 
Cs 

T 
& 

.+,3 + z 
=C1~..Ont~...r~ 

1 0,+...+o,-S 

is at the coordinate origin an analytic function. The sum of this series that converges ab- 
solutely in some neighborhood of the coordinate origin (we denote it by W(t)) is the sought 

solution. 

Remark. Let us take the equation 

(4) 

If the analytic solution (4) exists in the cube G={lril< i. i= l..... n) for fairly small 8 
(itwillbe of the form W,+ cW,+ a*W,+ . . . . then W = WI+ W,+... ) is the analytic solution 
of Eq.(l) in sane neighborhood of the coordinate origin I+~ I< e, l<i< n. 

Theorem. If in the equilibrium position the potential energy of the analytic system 
has a nondegenerate maximum, then in the neighborhood of the equilibrium position there exists 

an analytic solution of Eq.(l). 

PrOOf. By virtue of the remark it is sufficient to prove the existence of an analytic 
solutionin the cube C of Eq.(4). 

Let us consider the linear space of analytic functions f:R"+R which in cube C are re- 

presented by the abeolutely convergent power series 
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f (4 - 5 
a*+...+a,-¶ 

a,.&. . . 22, %...a, = Jf 

We specify in that space the norms 

Ilfl!l= 5 
a+..+a,-e 

b + . * . + Q”) I a (I,...= n I < 309 

II f Ih = 5 
Ul+...+CZ,-2 

I %,...a,, I < O” 

The conditions of norm determination are here satisfied. We denote by A 
norm 1) .u, and by Bthatwith norm 1.b. It can be readily shown that A and 

spaces. The inequality 

IflfP&<nflR*PflUr fl. fr = B 

is evident. It shall be used several times below. 

the space with 
& are Banach 

We write Eq.(4) as P(W,e)==O. Taking the neighborhood V of point (FV,,O)e A x R 

n 

V={(W,E):~~W-W~~~<O, lel<b); W,=+ 
z 

hp,* 
i-l 

and consider Fto be the mapping of neighborhood V into B. Let us show that F satisfies the 
conditions of the theorem on implicit function in Banach space /2/. 

Indeed 

1) F (W,, 0) = 0, 

2) II F (Wi e) - F (W,. 0) IL Q “01 II W - W, 11 1 + (~*or’~ + 4) I e I < rl 

when nw-w,nl<a and Ielc6. 
Here 

which proves the continuity of mapping F at point(W,.O)* 
3) It can be shown that in the neighborhood v there exists the derivative F’, (W, e) and 

U F, W, E) - F, W,, 0) [ = sup 
ll&W,e)h-FP;V (W,,O)h~r 

h&4 lhlh <~!W-W~lh+~%~~~IeI<q 

when 

Thus the derivative Fw’(W,e) is continuous at point (W,,O). Since da (@nkaZJ&, # 0, 
the equation 

has the single valued solution 

This means that the operator 
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has a bounded inverse operator. 
Thus by virtue of the theorem on implicit function a solution of Eq. (4; W = W(e) exists 

in space A, when c is fairly small. The theorem is proved. 
Let us give and example of existence of nonanalytic solution if the condition of the 

theorem is not satisfied. Let 

2H (21. 2,) = -(At,' + Bz,'r,' + Ct,'), A, B. c > 0 

Obviously =I = ~-0 is a point of local degenerate maximum of function n. Equation (2) 
assumes the form 

It can be shown that when coefficients A,B and C satisfy the conditions 

E#O.~A~~~#B, bC&lm#B 

and either A #C or A - CC 812, the analytic solution of Eq.(5) does not exist. 
Passing to polar coordinates +,= reosrp, I, = rsincp we transform Eq.(S) to 

(6) 

0 (Q) = A CC& Q + B COS'Q sin* q + c sin4 tq 

We seek a solution of that equation in the form W P r'f(@, Then function f(e) satisfies 
the equation 

If 

then Eg.(7) has the solution 

1” + 9P - a (Q,) (7) 

4 (A + C) h:Om = BE (8) 

Obviously the coefficients A,B. and C can be selected so that conditions (6) and (8) are 
simultaneously satisfied. Then in input coordinates z1 and z, 

W=+(Y-%:+Y=?)~- 

This function is, of course, nonanalytic but belongs to classC*. 
Note that the particular solutions W(r)of the Hamilton-Jacobi equations determine the 

invariant sets Y = *w/at. On assumptions of the theorem they are filled with trajectories 
that asymptotically approach the equilibrium position as t-*m /l/. 

The author thanks V.V. Kozlov under whose guidance this paper was completed. 
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